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Complete, labeled illustrations of the muscular system, including three views for most sections.

Chart is loaded with beautifully illustrated diagrams, clearly and concisely labeled for easy

identification. Illustrations by award-winning medical illustrator Vincent Perez. Chart includes

detailed diagrams of: Ã‚Â· muscular system Ã‚Â· deep muscles - front Ã‚Â· deep muscles - lateral

Ã‚Â· deep muscles - rear Ã‚Â· muscles of the head Ã‚Â· arm Ã‚Â· leg Ã‚Â· hand Ã‚Â· foot
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Bought for Anatomy class and very happy I did. It is very detailed and the photos and colors are

vivid and labeled well. It is an excellent study tool. I 3-hole-punched mine so I could put it in a

binder. That was very helpful to me. I would recommend this for anyone studying Anatomy, or even

Physiology, especially for the price.

I am a huge fan of the BarCharts and have many. This one is nicely laminated, fits well in a binder

or just by itself. They are great for a quick reference, supplementing your textbooks, or having in

your workplace for a quick look. I do realize that in a world of Google some might think these

obsolete. For me nothing can beat something tangible. I have not been disappointed with any of the

BarCharts that I have purchased.

I ordered this to help my daughter with her anatomy and physiology class at college. She loves it. It



has great information and helps her study for exams. I definitely encourage anyone that is taking

this coarse, or a similar one, to order this study aid. I purchased it with several other quickstudy

guides and have reviewed them together with this same review due to it applying to all of them. The

quickstudy guides are all great and are a must for busy college or high school students.

Hi this is a great product. I ordered 4 of these for anatomy students in addition to anatomy 2, joints

and ligaments and the skeletal system, and only 3 out of 4 arrived and one of the 3 arrived bent.

Please send 4th immediately

Good product and as advertised. Easy to read and well printed.

Nice review of systems

very helpful

This chart is so informative, that even a kid can learn about is. It simply explain a lot of information

about the muscular system. I highly recommend this chart to anyone that is in the health field.
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